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Frequently interdependences between mathematical objects are (or may 
be) expressed through relations (i.e., multivalued maps); properties may be 
often seen as sets of objects. For this reason, composition of relations and 
images of sets by relations play an important role in mathematical 
thinking. 
If a class of objects is equipped with a topological structure (i.e., a notion 
of limit is defined therein), various concepts of stability of sets and relations 
arise. 
Let X, Y be sets. Let C be a convergence (that is, a notion of limit) on 
2x, the space of subsets of X. Let T be a convergence on 2 ‘. We shall be 
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interested in convergence 0 on the space 2x” ’ (of relations between the 
points of X and Y) which have the following property: 
if a filtered family A of subsets of X converges to a set A in C and 
if a filtered family r of relations from X to Y converges to a 
relation f in 0, then the family of images TA converges to fA in 
T. 
A particular case of this situation is when X is equipped with a convergence 
T and one requires that the convergence of x to x in z and the convergence 
of l- to r in 0 entail the convergence of TX to TX in T. 
We are primarily concerned with two classical convergences of families 
of sets (often said of Kuratowski) a family A = { Ai},, , of subsets of a 
topological space (X, z) filtered by a filter 9 converges to a set A in 
( -, t ) (resp. in ( +, z )) if 
where 8’ denotes the grill of 9. 
Many problems of stability of relations (in the sense described above) 
with respect to ( -, - ) and to ( + , - ) have been encountered in analysis, 
in particular, in optimization and differentiation. 
For instance, given a relation r between topological spaces and a subset 
A of its domain space, the property 
cl(TA) c T(c1 A) 
is a very special case of stability from ( -, - ) to ( -, - ). 
We attempt here a systematic study of stability properties with respect o 
(-, - ) and ( +, - ). In Section 3 we give a general (and easy) result of 
stability from ( +, - ) to ( -, - ); its applicability is illustrated by the chain 
rule for Hadamard derivatives (Sect. 7). 
Characterizations and conditions for stability from ( -, - ) to ( -, - ) 
are built from a single general theorem as well. This theorem (on com- 
position of closed relations) has been formulated (in a slightly different 
way) in the theory of compactoid filters. Roughly speaking, it says that the 
composition of graph-closed relations 52: X =: Y, f: Y 3 Z is graph-closed, 
if either Sz or rP is compactoid (i.e., subcontinuous). 
The very formulation of stability properties for relations situates us in 
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the theory of continuous convergence: the convergence 0 on 2xx ’ should 
be such that the evaluation mapping 
( ):2Xx2XXY + 2y 
defined by (A,r)=TA=U,,, TX, be continuous from C x 0 to T. 
The theory of continuous convergence (initiated by Hahn and 
relaunched by Arens and Dugundji) offers a conceptual framework to the 
present paper. 
1. CONVERCENCES ON SPACES OF SETS AND RELATIONS 
A convergence on a set Z is detind as a relation between q5Z (the set of 
filters on Z) and Z. We denote by Lim, 9 the image by the convergence r 
of a filter 9, and call it the limit of 9. 
A convergence [ is@er than a convergence 8 (0 < 0, if for each filter 9, 
Lim, 9 c Lim, F. A convergence r is called centered, if for every -? E Z, 
zELim r .,4((z), where N,(z) = {Q c Z: z E Q}. 
A convergence t is called a pseudotopology, if for every filter Y 
Lim9= 
f7 5 
Lim & 
i ‘/l F /iP 
where /I9 denotes the set of all the ultrafilters finer than 9. 
A family ‘3 on a convergence space is called compactoid, if for every 
%! E 83, Lim %! # @. A family A of subsets of a set X filtered by 9 is called 
compactoid if A9 = (lJiEl. A,: FE 9> is compactoid. 
Convergences of filtered families of subsets of X may be expressed as 
convergences of filters on 2x. Indeed, a family A = { Ai} iE, of subsets of X 
filtered by 9 determines on 2’ the filter A, generated by 
And, vice versa, every filter on 2x may be represented as a filtered family of 
subsets of X. 
We list a couple of classical convergences on spaces of sets (they are 
widely known and used, so that our recollection aims primarily at fixing 
notation and terminology) and some convergences on spaces of relations 
constructed with the aid of the former. 
Many convergences of “local character” are expressible in terms of the f- 
functionals of De Giorgi and Franzoni [4]. We use here a notation that 
attempts to reflect the relationship of such concvergences to f-functionals. 
Recall that given signs (plus or minus) ~1,) c(* ,..., CI,,, filters g,, F* ,..., Yfi on 
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(nonempty) sets X,, X, ,..., X,, and an extended real-valued function ,f on 
x, x ..’ xx,, 
hm S= ext -‘n ... ext -‘I ext” ... ext’nf(x,,..., x,). 
r&l. . .F:“) Fn;rt9, I;IES, i, t P, Xn E Fn 
where ext + = sup and ext -. = inf. When r, is a topology on X,, then one 
writes 
( lim S)(xi) = lim f, 
I.1 . T:‘, .) r( . . . . I 5 i, k 1. I 
where Lj+z(x) denotes the neighbourhood filter of x in r. Let for 
I<il<... <i,<n,k>,l,z,,beatopologyot~X~,andletA beasubsetof 
Xl x . . . x x,,. Then Liqp;l . . . . . + ,...,. r?j A is the subset of Xi, x .. x X, that 
verities 
where tiD is the indicator function of a set D (equal to 0 on D and + co 
outside D ). 
1 .l. Persistence (Lower Vietoris Topology ( +, - )). Let T be a topology 
on a set X. A family A = {A i} iE, of subsets of X (filtered by a filter F on I) 
converges to a subset A of X in the persistence topology (+, T ), if for 
every z-open set Q such that Q n A # 0, there exists FE.~ such that 
Q n A, # @ for i E F. The above is equivalent to 
Lim AIA, (1.1) 
(3 +,7-j 
where the classical lower limit of A along .F may be defined through the 
formula 
Lim A= f-j 4 u A,, (1.2) (.F+.rr) Ht.FF# itH 
where the grill F*I” is the family of all the subsets of X that intersects every 
set in F. The persistence is related to lower semicontinuity: 
if r is a relation in Wx X (that is f c Wx X), where W is a 
topological space, then r is lower semicontinuous at w, if and only 
if the corresponding function I? W + 2X is continuous at w from 
the topology of W to ( +, - ). 
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If f= IfrLfT is a family of extended real-valued functions on a 
topological space (X, z), then 
Lim 
(.++,(5xr+jr) 
epi f=epi ( lim f) 
I-.~+.<- I 
(1.3) 
where v, is the topology of R generated by {(-co, I)},,~. 
1.2. Adhering Convergence ( -, - ). A family A = {Ai}i, , of subsets of a 
topological space (X, z) converges to a subset A of X in ( -, 5 ~ ), whenever 
for each x $ A there exists a neighbourhood Q E NT(x) and FE 9 such that 
QnUiEFA,=0. 
Recall that the adherence of a family 9 of subsets of a topological space 
(X, r) is defined by 
Adh,9= r) cl,G. 
G t Y 
(1.4) 
The upper limit of A along 9 may be defined by 
Lim A=Adh,A.F, 
(s-,7 ) 
(1.5) 
where A9 = (UltP Ai, FEN}. Therefore, the filtered family A adheres to 
A (that is, ( - , - ) converges to A), if and only if 
Lim Ac A. 
(9 .T ) 
A relation I- from a topological space W to a topological space X is 
graph-closed at W, if and only if the corresponding function P W + 2x is 
continuous while 2x is equipped with ( - , - ). 
Similarly to ( 1.3) one has 
Lim epi f = epi ( iim f). (1.6) 
c.9 ,(i’.- t ) 1 I-.~-.5 ) 
Formulae analogous to (1.3) and (1.6) are well known but with the usual 
topology v of R instead of v, 
1.3. Coclosed Topology (Upper Vietoris Topology) II. A family A filtered 
by a filter .P converges to a set A in A(T), if for each r-closed set C disjoint 
from A, there is FEF such that CnUi..Ai=@. 
A relation Tc W x X is upper semicontinuous at W, if and only if the 
corresponding function I-: W -+ 2x is continuous for the coclosed topology 
4 on 2x. 
1.4. Cocompact Topology >. The cocompact opology I(t) is defined like 
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the coclosed topology 4 (r) by replacing, in the definition, r-closed sets by 
r-compact sets. 
Let us recall that 4 (r) 3 (-, zr ), provided that either z is a regular 
topology and the sets A (to which the families converge) are z-closed, or 7 
is a Hausdorff topology and the sets A are z-compact [ 151. 
On the other hand, if lim(,-,,-, A c A and if the filter (generated by) 
A9 is compactoid, then A, converges to A in d(7); if besides, 7 is regular, 
then lim C9m,,m1A is a compact set [ll]. 
1.5. PROPOSITION. [ 161 Zf (X, 7) is a regular space with counrably deter- 
mined compactness, A, filtered by a countably-based filter 5, converges in 
d(7) to a z-closed set A, then (A,\A},- is compactoid 
In particular, the above holds in Dieudonne complete spaces. On the 
other hand, we have 
1.6. PROPOSITION. [ 121 Zf 7 is a Hausdorf first-countable topology and A, 
countably filtered by 9, converges to A in 4 (z), then (A\A)Y converges in 
d(7) to a compact subset of A. 
We shall denote by (- K 7~) the restriction of the adhereing convergence 
(-, tp ) to compactoid families of sets, by II K(7) the restriction of the 
coclosed topology 4 (7) to compactoid families. 
If 7 is regular, then 3 K(7) = (- K7p ) and this convergence amounts to 
the convergence 4K. (7) (A E lim JK.,T, A, if there is a compact set Kc A and if 
KE (lim j(T) A). 
It follows from Proposition 1.5 that in regular spaces with countably 
determined compactness, if a countably filtered family A converges to a 
closed set A in 4 (z), then A\A converges to A in 4 K(7). One always has 
that ( -, 7 ~- )>1(7), they coincide on z-closed sets if and only if 7 is locally 
compact [2]. However if 7 is first-countable, A = (A,},, N is a sequence of 
sets that converges in >I (7) to a closed set A, then also it converges to A in 
(-37~). 
Let (X, t), (Y, a) be topological spaces. All the convergences listed above 
may be considered for filtered families of relations in Xx Y, that is, of 
subsets of Xx Y ((+,rxcr-), (-,7x6), 47xa), Y(zxcJ)). On the 
other hand, different possibilities of interplay between the topologies 7 and 
0 enable one to define other useful types of convergence. 
1.7. Equi-persistence ( + ; + , - ), said also Hyperconvergence [ 71. 
A family l- = {fi}it, of relations in Xx Y filtered by 4 (+, 7+, C) con- 
verges to a relation Z if, for each XE X, every YE TX and every 
neighbourhood Q E NV(y), there exists a neighbourhood P E h:(x) and 
FEF-, such that Zix’nQ#@ for every iEFand XEP [7]. 
409! 120/z-5 
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The above fact may be also written 
Lim r 3r. 
(Y+,r+,u-) (1.7) 
Note that 
((F,im r)~= n 
.?+A-) HE(.FX.Yr(r))# 
cl~( u 
(i,X’)EH 
1.8. Equi-coclosed Convergence, 4 L-. A family l-, filtered by 9, converges 
to a relation f in 4 (~r)~ if for every x E X, every o-closed set C such that 
Cn TX = 0, there exist FE 5 and PE MT(x) such that for each ie F, 
riPnC=@. 
2. SIMPLEST CONTINUOUS CONVERGENCES OF RELATIONS 
Let (X, r), (Z, 0) be convergence spaces. The mapping 
( ):XxZX+Z, (2.1) 
defined by (x, y) = y(x), is called the evaluation map of Zx. The coarsest 
convergence 0 on ZX for which the evaluation map is continuous (from 
r x e to 0) is called the continuous convergence and is denoted by 6’. Given 
a subset Y of Zx, the coarsest convergence on Y for which (the restriction 
of) ( ) is continuous is equal to the restriction to Y of 8’. If 8 is a 
pseudotopology, then 8’ is a pseudotopology [141. 
The restriction of a continuous convergence 8’ to Y is centered, if and 
only if Y is composed of continuous (from r to 0) mappings. If 8 is a 
regular topology and r is a pseudotopology, then, for each filter 9, 
Lim,, 9 is composed of continuous mappings (we quote this fact under 
unnessarily strong assumptions in order to avoid introduction of too many 
notions). 
2.1. EXAMPLE [l]. Equip the set (0, 1 } with the (lower) Sierpinski 
topology vP (the open sets are 0, { 11, (0, 1 }). Let r be a topology on a set 
X. The continuous convergence (v- )’ corresponding to the evaluation 
mapping ( ): XX~~-+ (0, l} defined by 
if XEA 
if x+!A 
is equal to (-, T ), the adhering convergence. 
Since vP is a topology, thus a pseudotopology, this convergence is a 
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pseudotopology. It is not by chance that we use the symbol v- for the Sier- 
pinski topology, and denote by v, a topology on the real line (( 1.3) (1.6)); 
see [lo] for a justification. Given A c X, the mapping ( . , A ) is con- 
tinuous, if and only if A is closed. Therefore the restriction of ( - , - ) to 
closed subsets is centered. 
We shall consider now the evaluation map ( ) in the following 
situations: 
xx YX+ Y 
xx2 xxy=xx(2y)x’2y 
2xx2xx y C2xx(2y)*“+2y 
2 wxxx2xxY+2wxY 
The case (2.2) amounts to (2.1). In the case of (2.3) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(x, r) = l-x 
for every relation r in Xx Y. In (2.4) 
(2.3’) 
(A, r) = fA (2.4’) 
for every relation TC Xx Y. The above is the restriction of the evaluation 
map of (2 y)2x, the set of all mappings from 2’ to 2’. Finally in (2.5) we 
have to do with the restriction of the evaluation map ( ) of (2wx y)2”“x 
with corresponds to the composition 
(52, r> = rx2 
where f2c Wx X and Tc Xx Y. 
(2.5’) 
Let 5, z, 0 be topologies on W, X, Y, respectively. The continuous con- 
vergence with respect o (2.2) is c*. Various convergences on 2 y (( +, a~), 
(-, CJ ), j(d), y(a)) give rise, through the scheme (2.3) to the continuous 
convergences (on 2x” ‘): ( + ) c-)7, (-) o-)I, A(o)*, l(fJy. 
Z.&THEOREM. (a)(+,op)7=(+,Zf,ap) 
(b)(-,a-)‘=(-,z--,o-). 
Proof. (a) [7, Proposition 2.23. By specializing the definition of con- 
tinuous convergence in the case of topologies [ 193 a filtered (by F) family 
of relations I- = { ri}rc, converges in ( + , c ~ )’ to a relation r if and only if 
for each x E X an every a-open set Q that meets Tx, there is FE @’ and a z- 
neighbourhood W of x such that ri W n Q # 0 as i E F. 
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This is exactly the definition of the equi-persistence convergence 
(+,z+,a-). 
(b) By definition a family F filtered by F converges to I- in ( -, 0 )’ 
if, for each XEX and y$Tx, there exist P~x~(y), Fe9 and QE&(x) 
such that for ie F, r,Q n P = a; equivalently I-, n (Q x P) = 0, what 
amounts to (-,rxa-)=(-,r-,a-). 
The latter formula follows also from a general rule for continuous con- 
vergence (e.g., [14]) thanks to which ((v-)~)~=(v~)*~~. 
According to Section 1, ( + , CJ ~ )’ is the equi-persistence convergence, 
j(a)’ is the equi-coclosed convergence, while ( -, (r ~ )’ is the adhering con- 
vergence. 
All these convergence are pseudotopologies, as continuous convergences 
constructed with the aid of pseudotopologies. 
Finally, note that given f c Xx Y, the mapping ( . , f) is 
(a) continuous from z to ( + , (T ~ ), iff r is lower semicontinuous from 
5 to 6, 
(b) continuous from r to (-, C-J ), iff r is graph-closed from r to C, 
(c) continuous from r to j(0), iff f is upper semicontinuous from t 
to (T (that is, f ~ is closed-to-closed), 
(d) continuous from r to I(a), iff f - is compact-to-closed. 
3. CONTINUOUS CONVERGENCES DEFINED WITH 
THE AID OF PERSISTENCE CONVERGENCES 
Let ( W, [), (X, r), ( Y, a) be topological spaces. Let Q = { sZ,jiCJ be a 
family of relations from W to X, filtered by 9, and r = {I-,}, E, a family of 
relations from X to Y, filtered by 9. 
~.~.THEOREM. I~Lim~.+,5+,r~~f2~52 andLim,,,+,,,.,~,F~f then 
Lim l-R 3 Ix?. 
(‘4x9+,~+,,-) 
Proof: Let y E I’sZw: there is x in r-~ y n Szw. Let R E -V,(y). Then there 
exist FE 9 and Q E MT(x) such that T,: R I Q for each i E F. On the other 
hand, there exist G E $2 and P E NC (w) such that &I,: Q 2 P for each jg G. 
Hence (r,!Sj)- R~Pfor each (i,j)~FxG. 
Every subset of X may be identified with a relation from a singleton to 
X. For such relation equi-persistence convergence degenerates to per- 
sistence. Therefore, 
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3.2. COROLLARY. The equi-persistence convergence ( + , z +, (T- ) coincides 
with the continuous convergence (+, o-)(+“-). 
Restricted to single-valued relation (i.e., mappings) the above con- 
vergence becomes the continuous convergence gT. And if CT is a Hausdorff 
topology, then Lim, f is an (at most) single-valued relation, whenever f is 
a filtered family of mappings. 
Let now f = {fi}j,, be a family of extended-real-valued functions on X. 
The family of epigraphs {epii.}i, I converges to the epigraph of a functionf 
in (+, r+, (v,))) (see (1.3)) if and only if 
(compare [ 7, Proposition 4.61). 
Finally, consider the special case in which the studied relations are of the 
form g-l, where g: Y + X are mappings. By definition, {g, ’ Jic,, filtered 
by 9, converges to g-’ in (+,r+, CJ - ), whenever for every y E Y each 
neighbourhood Q E M”,(y) there exist FE 9 and P E Jr/; (g( y)) such that, 
for each ie F, g,(Q) I P. This amounts to what we may call open con- 
vergence of ( g,IiE, to g. 
From Corollary 3.2 it follows that 
3.3. COROLLARY. Let f c Xx Y. The function ( . , r) is continuous from 
( + , z ) to ( + , o ~ ) if and only if r is lower semicontinuous from z to o. 
Note, incidentally, that the set of all lower semicontinuous (from r to a) 
relations is not closed in ( + , z +, CJ ~ ) [5, 131. 
Convergences (+, -)‘, (+, -)‘-,-I, (+, -)” and A(+%-), 
(-, g(+, -1, )I’+. -) are of little interest, since they have very few con- 
vergent filters. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Let o be a Hausdorff topology on Y. If for a relation 
r c Xx Y, the mapping (., r> is continuous from ( + , T - ) to one of the con- 
vergences j(a), (-, a-), y(a), then r is constant. 
Proof: Suppose that, on the contrary, there are y, x, x’, with 
y E I’x’\I’x. The set { y} is compact (closed) and disjoint from Tx. 
The principal filter on 2X corresponding to {x’, x> converges to {x} in 
(+, r -) for every topology. But ye T(x’, x}; thus rjx’, x> converges to 
Tx neither in d(a) nor in Y(O), hence not in (-, a-). 
3.5. PROPOSITION. If r is closed-valued and (., r> is continuous from one 
of the convergences zi, ( -, -), )I to (+, -), then r is constant. 
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Proof Suppose that, on the contrary, there are y, x, x’ with y E rx\rx’. 
The principal filter {x’} converges to {x, x’} in any of the convergences 
(-, -),~,XButf{x’}d oes not converge to I-(x’, x} in ( +, - ), because 
(r~‘)~ is a neighbourhood of y disjoint from T(x’}. 
4. CLOSURE THEOREMS 
Let X be a topological space, B a filter on a set V, M a relation from V 
to X. A4 is said to be compactoid (or subcontinuous) along F;, if 
M= {MF: FE F > is compactoid; in particular, if V is a topological space, 
a relation is called compactoid at u, whenever it is compactoid along the 
neighbourhood filter of v. 
Let V, X, 2 be topological spaces, Q c V x X, Tc Xx Z. 
4.1. THEOREM. Let 52 be graph-closed at v, r- be graph-closed at z and 
let (v, z) E cl(I’Q). If either Q is compactoid at u or f ~ is compactoid at z, 
then (u, z) E fQ. 
The above theorem amounts to [ 11, Corollary 9.21. 
The condition of compactoidness i in some sense necessary as could be 
inferred from some special cases of Theorem 4.1 (see Theorem 5.3). 
It follows from Section 1 that 
4.2. COROLLARY. Let X be a Hausdorff topological space. Let 
(u, z) E cl(TQ) 
(a) ZfO is upper semicontinuous at, II, Qv is compact and r- is graph- 
closed at z, then (u, z) E ID. 
(b) Symmetrically, tfr is upper semicontinuous at z, T-z is compact 
and SL is graph-closed at v, then (v, z) E IQ. 
Let l, r, (T be topologies on W, A’, Y, respectively. Consider a family 
R= fQjl,eJ of relations (from W to X) filtered by 9 and a family 
r = { rj}i,, of relations (from X to Y) filtered by 8. 
~.~.THEoREM. Let Lim(.m,5xr-)ncQ and Lim,, .r,,m,rcf . If 
either a(9 x A$ (w)) is compactoid for every w E W or r- (9 x A$( y)) is 
compactoid for every y E Y, then 
Lim ImcCQ 
(.Fxx-,i;xB-) (4.1) 
where TCk= {r,Qj: (i,j)EIxJ}. 
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Proof. Equip Jo = Ju {jO} with the topology determined by 9 and 
I0 = Zu {i,,} with the topology determined by 9. Apply Theorem 4.1 in the 
case V = J,, x W, Z = I0 x Y, where the relation Q c J x W is extended to 
JO x W, by Qj, = s2 (similarly for r). 
A point (w, y) belongs to Lim(,, x ym,5 x 0-j IX& if and only if 
a(9 x MC (w)) meets r ~ (9 x .A$ ( y)). Thus by Theorem 4.1, (w, y) E IX?. 
4.4. COROLLARY. Suppose that Lim(,-,,-, A c A and Lim(,-,,,,-, r c 
r. Zfeither A% is compactoid or, for euery y E Y, r-(9 x M,(y)) is compac- 
toid, then 
Lim l-A c TA. 
(Fxx-,o-) 
5. CONTINUOUS CONVERGENCE RELATIVE TO ADHERING CONVERGENCE 
Compatibly with our previous notation we denote by ( -, e ~ K r - ) the 
convergence of relations which is the restriction of ( -, gP, r - ) to those 
families of relations r = {r,}i,, from X to Y (filtered by F) for which 
r-(9- x J<(y)) is compactoid for every y E Y. 
By virtue of Corollary 4.4, 
(-, g-> z-)=(-,a-)‘6(-,a-)‘~,‘~‘6(-,o-,z~). (5.1) 
5.1. THEOREM. The convergence ( - , (T - K z ) is equal to the continuous 
convergence (-, o~)(-.*~). 
Proof Suppose that r filtered by 9 converges to r in (-, (T --, r ~ ) but 
does not converge in ( -, (T K r ). 
By (5.1), it means that there is y E Y such that r ~ (9 x N, ( y)) is not 
compactoid: there is its ultrafilter % with Lim, a = a. 
The family of singletons on X filtered by @ converges in ( -, r ) to the 
empty set $3. On the other hand, y E Adh,T(F x %!)\fa. 
Accordingly r filtered by 9 does not converge to r in (-, (T -)‘-“-). 
Since II &)’ is finer than ( -, K K z ~ ), we infer that if r converges to f 
in d(r)” and, for each y, T-y is compact, then Lim,-,,-, Ac A implies 
Lim Cm,,m,TAcTA. 
5.2. COROLLARY. For TC Xx Y, the map (., r> is continuous from 
(-, -) to (-, -) ifand only ifr- IS graph-closed and compactoid. 
5.3. THEOREM. Suppose that 5 is a noncompact topology and there exist 
y,, y, such that y, $ cl, { yO}. Then 
(-, o-)(-‘r-)> (-, a-)T. 
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Proof: Let Q be an open covering of X without any finite subcovering. 
For every P in the filter generated by Q”, define a mapping fP: X + Y by 
We claim that {fp}ptQc converges in cr’ to the constant function y,. 
Indeed, let x E X. Let P, E Q’ do not contain x. Then for P c PO, 
fP(m= {Yd. 
It follows that the filtered family {fPjPE Qc converges to the constant y, 
in (-, 6 )’ (and in A(cr)‘, y(c)‘). 
On the other hand, consider the constant family (X> of subsets of A’. 
Clearly {X) converges to A’ in ( - , r - ) (and in A(t), )I (r)) and, for each 
PEQ”, fP(X) = {y,, y,}. Therefore, {fP}PEoC does not converge to the 
constant mapping yi in (-, a-)’ .TmJ. 
Remark. In the course of the proof it was also observed that A(g)‘< 
d(5) ‘@), 45)(p.7m), d(5)w(r) and that >I(a)‘<Jl(a)‘(‘), Y(5)’ -T’~), >((5)rcr) 
as well as (-, 5-)‘< (-, o-)‘(~), (-, 5-)x’*‘. 
We have actually proved that, under the hypotheses of the theorem, 
(-, 5-)(->r-) . is strictly liner then 5’ (the restriction of (-, 5~)’ to map- 
pings). Under supplementary assumptions on 5 and t, ( -, 5 ~ )( -3 I-) > 5’ 
still holds when ITS is restricted to C(T, 5), the space of continuous map- 
pings: 
5.3’. THEOREM. Suppose that z is a noncompact completely regular 
topology and that 5 contains a nondegenerate arc. Then ( -, 5 - )(-’ ‘-) is 
strictly finer than the restriction of 5’ to C(t, 5). 
Hint. In the course of the preceding proof, define fp as a continuous 
mapping for which fp(P”)= { yl}, fp(P)3y0. 
Consider now on 2* the convergence (- K r-), that is, the restriction to 
compactoid families of sets of the adhering convergence ( -, 7 - ). 
In view of Corollary 4.4, we have 
5.4. THEOREM. (-,5-)(-KTm '=(-,5-)r(=(-,7x5-)). 
Let us consider now a couple of special cases: 
If the relations involved reduce to the inverses of mappings, then it is a 
consequence of Theorem 5.1 that 
5.5. PROPOSITION. If a famiiy of mappings ( g;) ie i (from X to Y) COH- 
verges continuously (aT) to a mapping g, and if A = ( A,},E J is a filtered 
family of subsets of Y, then 
(5.2) 
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Another special case is that of the classical problem of when the image of 
a closed set is closed: 
5.6. PROPOSITION. If either a subset A of X is compactoid or a relation 
f - (from Y to X) is graph-closed and compactoid (in particular upper- 
semicontinuous and compact-valued) then 
cl( fA) c T(c1 A). (5.3) 
6. CONTINUOUS CONVERGENCE WITH RESPECT TO COCLOSED-TOPOLOGY 
Let r, o be topologies on X, Y, respectively. Consider a relation r from X 
to Y. A reformulation of [6, Proposition l] yields 
6.1. PROPOSITION. If r is upper semicontinuous from z to a and (f a 
,filtered family A of subsets of X converges in 4(~) to a set A, then TA con- 
verges to TA in 3(a). 
In other words, upper semicontinuous relations are precisely those for 
which (., f) is continuous from 4 to A. 
6.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose that a ,filtered (by 9) family r of relations 
from X to Y converges in j(o)’ to a relation r. If a filtered (by 3) family A 
of subsets of X converges in j(z) to a compact set A, then TA converges to 
TA in j(a). 
Proof. Let Q be an open set that includes TA. For every x E A there are 
F, E 9 and a neighbourhood W, of x such that I-, W, c Q for i E F,. 
By compactness, we may choose x1 ,..., x, E A such that W = U;=, W,V, is 
a neighborhood of A. There exists GE 9 such that for Jo G, A, c W. 
Thus, if i E fly= , F,,, and j E G, then Ti A, c Q. 
A filter 9+‘” on Xx X is called a quasi-uniformity on X, if for each U E “V, 
{(x, x): x E X} E U and if th ere is WE%‘” such that WoWcU. 
Let w be a quasi-uniformity of the topology cr (it is known that every 
topology on X admits a quasi-uniformity w such that, for each x E X, 
{U(x): U E w} is its neighbourhood filter [IS]). 
A filtered (by 9) family r or relations uniformly pointwise converges 
(with respect o w), to a relation r, if for each x E X every U E w there is 
FE .F such that, for iE F, fix c U(Tx). We denote this convergence by WI. 
6.3. PROPOSITION. If TT is a quasi-untformity of a, r converges to I- in 
w’ and TA is compact, then TA converges TA in .4(a), for each A c X. 
Proof: Let Q be an open set that includes TA. Since I’A is compact 
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there is UE ?V such that U(rA)c Q. Then there is Fe8 such that for 
iEF, T,AcU(TA)cQ. 
The condition of uniform pointwise convergence is necessary if g is 
Hausdorff and if there is a compact subset C of TA such that rA converges 
to C in 3 (0). In view of Proposition 1.6, the necessity will follow without 
any assumption on fA, if [T is, besides, first countable and r is countably 
filtered. We have a similar situation, when r is a regular space with coun- 
tably determined compactness and fA is closed (Proposition 1.5). 
Therefore, 
6.4. THEOREM. Let o be a Hausdorff first-countable topology. The con- 
tinuous convergence j(o) j(t) is finer than the supremum qf II((T)’ and qf 
W’, where W is an arbitrary quasi-umformity of (T. 
7. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS 
A. The chain rule in dijjkentiation. Consider Hausdorff linear 
topological spaces (X, r), (Y, cr), (Z, 0). Let f be a mapping from X to Y 
and g a mapping from Y to Z. 
It is known that the chain rule 
dkfNx)=dg(fx)~df(x) (7.1) 
holds for the Hadamard derivatives d g and d f (of g and f ). Consider the 
difference quotient off at x as the family of subsets of Xx Y: 
Then 
df(x)= Lim M 
(,-O.r+n-) (7.2) 
is (the graph of) the Hadamard derivative off at x (provided that it is linear 
and continuous as a function h + df(x) h. 
We note that the composition of the difference quotient is equal to the 
difference quotient of the composition 
fCg(f(x)+~~)-gl(~~l~~Cf.l~+~~)-f(~)l 
=fCd(-x+ t. )-d(x)1 
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Therefore, by Theorem 3.1, we have the inclusion 2 in (7.1) and once 
observed that, due to the regularity, the relations in question are single- 
valued and continuous (as mappings), we have (7.1). 
B. Adherence of level sets. Let f = {fi},t, be a family of extended real- 
valued functions on a topological space (X, Z) filtered by 9, and r = {Y,},,~ 
a family of real numbers, filtered by 9. 
7.1. THEOREM [9]. Suppose that lim.(-.,-,f>f and infcE,gsup,EGr, 
<r. Then 
(7.3) 
To prove the theorem observe that rE Lim,,, r(3), if and only if 
inf, t I suplttirj<r. As (epi,f,)) r,= {x:.f;(x)<r;j, (7.3) holds, by (1.6) 
and Theorem 2.2(b). 
C. Stability of constraints and solutions in minimization. Consider the 
family of problems 
minimize{f,(x), where gi(x)E Y-D} (7.4) 
where X is a set equipped with a topology 5, Y is a linear space with a 
linear topology g, D c Y is closed, gi: X ---f Y, fi: X -+ R, for i E I. 
Denote by I-, the constraint relation for (7.4) 
r,y= {x:g,(xkvD}, 
by m,(y) the minimal value of (7.4) corresponding to (i, y), and by M,(y) 
the set of all minima that correspond to (i, y). 
As an example of results of [9], we quote 
7.2. THEOREM. Suppose that {g,},, , converges continuously to g,,,, 
lim,-,-,,-, if,) >.f,,,, andlim,~c+..t, {m,} dm,,. Then 
Sketch ef the proof In view of Theorem 5.1, Lim,P,,,,m, {r;} c TiO. 
Thus lim,, -.TX(I-) If,) aho> where f;(x, y) =fi(x) + tir,(x, y). Since 
M,(Y) = C~~:.fi(x> Y) dm;( y)}, we may apply Theorem 7.1. 
Observe that the assumptions on (gili,, may be substantially relaxed. 
For example, in the special case where I is reduced to one point the 
assumption on g ( =gi, ie I) may be only that g is subcontinuous (for 
instance, a function g valued in a metric space Y is subcontinuous, if for 
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every x E X there is a compact set K of Y such that for each Y > 0 there is a 
neighbourhood W of x, for which g( W) c B,(K)). 
The condition on minimal values of Theorem 7.2 is implied, for instance, 
by limr~+,,+,f,6f,~ and by the “open convergence” of { gi + D} to g,, + D 
(see Sect. 3). In particular, if I reduces to one point, the latter condition 
becomes: for each XEX and each neighbourhood Q of x, there is a 
neighbourhood W of g(x) such that g(Q) + D 1 W. This is a “constraint 
qualification,” special cases of which are frequently encountered in 
mathematical programming. 
D. Lower semicontinuity qf marginal functions. Let (X, z), (Y, (T) be 
topological spaces. Given an extended-real-valued function f on Xx Y, its 
marginal function inf,f: Y -+ R is defined by 
(inff)( Y I= inf f(x, Y ). (7.5) x .r t x 
In optimization theory it is important to know whether marginal 
functions are lower semicontinuous. It is known [8] that inf,f is lower 
semicontinuous in (T, if and only if, for each Y E R, 
n cL({fGS)X)c (-j ({f<t)X). (7.6) 
s > r ,>r 
Here {f< s} = {(x, y):f(x, y) <s}: hence {f< s} is a relation in XX Y 
and thus {f< s} X stands for the image of x by (f< s}. 
A functionfis lower semicontinuous in z x cr, if and only if for each t E R 
{f< t } is closed in z x C. Therefore Proposition 5.6 yields 
7.3. THEOREM. Jf f is lower semicontinuous and .for each t E R, the 
relation {f< t} f rom Y to X is compactoid, then inf,f is lower semicon- 
tinuous. 
Due to the special form of relations in question this result may be sub- 
stantially improved [ 81. 
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